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Workforce philosophy of elite

Hundreds of years ago,England king Charles II invented pocket square 

and it was used for sweating and sheltering from the dust.In modern 

society,pocket square has already become the necessary decoration of 

suits.

“Proper exquisite decoration,expresses gentlemen manner” This 

concept becomes the source of inspiration of our designers and appled 

in LEXON.Solid wood frame embellished by metal panel,decorative 

shining lace and matches with elite,Keep the Chinese traditional frame 

and manifested by modern skills.Main side stage same as graphic 

design, contains balance;comfortable kneehole space,demonstrates 

co- develop and inherits the gentlemen manner.

That is the elite workforce philosophy of LEXON.
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Traditional Chinese upright style,behaved by modem line and creates new Chinese style. 

Decorative shining lace,collocated with wainut solid wood,presents stable,tough and fashion business space.

EF88 executive desk 
New Chinese elite taste
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EF88 executive desk 
Plan your elite business space
Executive desk and main side stage adopts the same plane design,both could be used in office and turned easily. 

From walnut solid wood material to style,we design elaborately and shaped the office space highlighting the elite taste.
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CPU space

Pedal reclining ergonomic designModesty panel with leather faced

Wireless charging

Cabinet with opening door（refrigerator can 

be placed

EF88 executive desk 
Al-dimensional comfortable experience

Main side stage all adopts big kneehole space design,which brings comfortable stting 

experience Side stage concealing lifting screen,not only offers daily work support and not 

influences the integral aesthetics.
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EF87 middle sized execulive desk 
Integrative business office experience

Executive desk design,not only work alone and also could receive visitors.

Negotiate area brings out the best and demonstrates the elite manner.
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EF86 middle sized execulive

Different allocations,size gives more business space experience 
forelites.
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EF21 small sized executive desk

Size cabinet classified and storage,without the coors and easy for pick.

Movable side cabinet,different configuration size all for your choice.
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EF98 file cabinet
Gathering shows elite taste
Equation and symmetry design. Golden ratio region segmentation, easy for take.Lasting 

the Chinese ancient frame, the whole file cabinet simple and bold, combines the function of 

storage and show together.
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EF78 Conference Desk

Breakthrough traditional desk feet design,black painting and 

walnut solid wood,comes out special,unique meeting table 

feet. 

Continuing upright style,matched with black microfber leather 

in the middle of the table,creates steady,calm conference 

space.
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EF78 conference desk

The perfect presentation of wainut and leather,

upright and bold style,brings totally new visual 

experience to meeting space.
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EF78 small-size conference desk

We offers different allocation choice,small conference desk brings 

team discussion space.
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EF70 conference desk

Can be used for 2 to 4 person meeting area,providing a comfortable 

meeting space,meet the requirement.
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EF11 Coffee Table

The storage space under the coffee table,could be placed tea 

set and magazines and so on.

Continuing decorative shining lace and upright frame design,

negotiation space combines with other spaces.
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Executive Desk

Executive Desk

Coffee Table

Material

Cabinet

Meeting Table

EF88H
W3600*D2800*H760
W3200*D2800*H760

EF21

EF98

W-18B W-16B W-11B

EF78 EF78 EF78H EF70
W1800*D900*H760
W1600*D800*H760

W3556*D396*H2000

Walnut Venge Red Oak

EF98
W2796*D396*H2000

EF11
W1600*D900*H420
W1200*D1200*H420
W800*D800*H420

W4800*D1800*H760
W3600*D1600*H760

W2400*D1200*H760 W3600*D1600*H760
W4800*D1800*H760

W1100*D1100*H760
W1000*D1000*H760

EF88
W3600*D2800*H760
W3200*D2800*H760

EF87
W2800*D2400*H760

EF87
W2400*D2300*H760

EF86
W2200*D2100*H760
W2000*D2100*H760

Product specification changes are subject to the real product. No further notice prior to changes.
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